Merlin offers the greatest value and picture quality available. Boasting an ergonomic design, this flexible desktop magnifier allows you to pivot and adjust the screen for your most comfortable viewing position.

**Merlin LCD Features:**

- Simple, easy to use controls
- Long lasting LED lighting for truer picture and color
- Available in 19", 22", & 24" monitors
- Ships in one box, simple to unpack, just plug in and begin
- 3 year warranty
- Screen easily pivots, both horizontally and vertically to provide the most comfortable viewing position
- Highest quality LCD for the best image resolution
- Wide range of adjustable magnification from 2.4x to 85x
- Computer Compatible
- You can personalize the image with 7 viewing modes

“There is more magic in my “Merlin” than I could have imagined. I was immediately able to read my mail and bills. I was able to balance my checking account. Merlin gives me a lot of freedom for a legally blind now 83 years young fellow.”

– Harold Leinbach

[Contact Information]

(888) 811-3161
(714) 465-3400
www.enhancedvision.com
Improvements in camera technology and lighting now produce an even truer, more natural image.

With your Merlin you can easily read books and magazines, read and write letters, manage your financial records, view color photos, do crossword puzzles and even pursue a favorite hobby.

See for yourself what makes Merlin the greatest value and best picture quality available in desktop video magnification.

Easily pivot Merlin's LCD screen horizontally and vertically to provide a comfortable viewing position.

Plug in the Feature Kit to add line markers, windowing/masking and VGA toggle to any Merlin model.

To schedule a no obligation demonstration, please call (888) 811-3161.